WELCOME!

We look forward to your submission for the 6th Annual Americas Rising Dealmakers Awards.

WHAT, the about: Singly honoring brilliant and exceptional young dealmakers from the North and South American private equity, growth investing, lending, M&A and restructuring transactional communities for their achievements, dedication, and talents for closing value creating transactions. Notably, this is a genuine “award” recognition since the winner is bestowed with their personalized, collectable trophy at the ceremony plus their profile is published online.

WHY, the value: “Once in a life-time” recognition, validates the unique achievements of you - the individual dealmaker as well as testament to the firm-wide team, expertise, and capabilities.

WHO, the selection: Highly competitive. Professional must be 40 years or younger in age (calendar year 2022/2023); must be with the respective firm for at least one full year; have 7 years of industry experience as well as involved in closing noteworthy transactions (calendar year 2022/2023). We have identifiable metrics for making selections both from industry nominations or industry review. Only one dealmaker is selected per year per firm.

We look forward to your nomination – PAGE 2 and celebrating your unique achievements at the staged recognition ceremony.

Kind regards, Global M&A Network

Questions, Contact: Raj Kashyap, (US) 914.886.3085 raj@globalmanetwork.com

WHEN, the: 6th Annual Winner Recognition Ceremony, during the

15th Annual Americas Growth & Deals Forum
January 30, 2024 • Metropolitan Club, New York City, USA

We are thrilled to personally meet and honor the winners at the recognition ceremony following the networking lunch. Award recipients must –
(1) Attend the staged ceremony to accept their custom name/firm plated “Rising Golden Star” trophy; and
(2) submit short bio, head-shot photo, Q&A for “winner profile” published post award ceremony.

Exclusive registration rate gives you access to entire forum sessions, breakfast, lunch, breaks; (2) staged recognition ceremony, your prized – name plated“golden star trophy”; (3) rights to promotional materials for PR; and (4) editorial licensing rights to publish winner profiles.

Host: Global M&A Network: Privately held organization is a diversified media, information, and events connecting company based in New York. For the past 13 years, the company has produced quality business growth-deals forums and the world’s most prestigious M&A Atlas Awards, Turnaround Atlas Awards, Women Leaders & Dealmakers Awards, Americas Rising Star Dealmaker Awards - from New York, Chicago, Washington, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Mumbai, London, to São Paulo!
INSTRUCTIONS: Please enter all information as it may be published and send fully completed forms by:
Email to: info@globalmanetwork.com OR Fax to (USA): +1.212.918.9066

Person Sending the Recommendation:
Name: [ ] Title: [ ]
Email: [ ] Phone: [ ]

NOMINEE INFO:
1. **Full Name** *(published)*:
2. **Official Title** *(published)*:
3. **Company** *(published)*:
4. **City and Country** *(published)*:
5. **Education** *(published)*:
6. Phone:
7. Email:
8. **Profession Type**: *(Ex: PE, Corporate, Investment Bank, Lawyer, Advisor, Consultant, etc.)*
9. Number of Years at the Current Firm (1+ years):
10. Number of Years in the Industry (7+):
11. First Job in the Industry (Firm and Year):
12. Top transaction closed in 2022-2023:

PUBLISHING MATERIAL SUBMISSION: Winner Profile
Note: The “winner profile” is published on-line following the award recognition ceremony.
1. Short bio-profile – 50 words or less.
2. Hi-resolution head-shot photo in jpeg file – MAKE SURE THE PHOTO is HI-RES!
3. **Q&A – below.** Answer each of the three questions. Do not exceed word-count limits. We reserve the right to edit responses if you exceed the limit. Hint: We recommend your answers to be in face-to-face interview style. Conversational language is key to a compelling profile.

**Q1:** What led you to a career in the deal-making industry? (Limit to 50 word or less)

**Q2:** The most memorable deal I worked on…. Why? (Limit 30 word or less)

**Q3:** What you most enjoy about your career? (Limit 30 word or less)